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1. 

This invention relates to a method of aSSemi 
bling phonograph pickup cartridges, more par 
ticularly to such a method wherein it is desired 
to assemble a casing formed in halves, a trans 
ducing element, and a phonograph needle chuck 
into a unitary structure, and it is an object of the 
invention to provide an improved method of this 
character. 
The phonograph pickup of the subject applica 

tion is disclosed and claimed in an application of 
Benjamin B. Bauer, Serial No. 224,339, entitled 
"Phonograph Translating Device,' filed May 3, 
1951, and assigned to the same assignee as the 
instant invention. 

Phonograph pickups of the character indicated 
comprise a number of relatively Small parts, each 
of which is manufactured to certain Specific di 
mensions, but with a range of permissible toler 
ance, as is well known. In the assembling proc 
ess, during which the parts to be assembled are 
chosen at random, it frequently occurs that the 
parts selected have dimensions which do not fit 
together in the best possible manner even though 
each of these parts has dimensions within the 
range of tolerance. This occurs because the 
parts selected have their tolerances all adding in 
the same sense, for example all positive and by 
perhaps the maximum amount. In phonograph 
pickups of the character indicated, it is not only 
necessary for the parts to fit together as the tol 
erances will permit to form the final product, but 
certain parts must also have prescribed clear 
ances in order that the necessary vibrational 
imovements can occur. It has been found in Some 
instances that parts Selected at random and a S 
sembled together Will produce a pickup in which 
the necessary clearances are lacking thereby re 
sulting in rejection. Accordingly, it is a further 
object of the invention to provide an improved 
method for assembling the parts of a phonograph 
pickup with parts selected at random and with 
out regard to the sense of the dimensional toler 
ances wherein the relatively movable parts of the 
final product have the prescribed clearances. 

In carrying out the invention in one form, 
there is provided in a phonograph translating 
device including a pair of casing halves held to 
gether to form a casing: a pair of resilient nem 
bers inside of the casing halves and each having 
an opening therein; a pickup unit including a 
transducing element held at one end in the open 
ing in the resilient members and a phonograph 
needle chuck cemented to the transducing ele 
ment at its other end and in line therewith; and 
stop means on the casing halves for limiting lat 
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eral noVements of the needle chuck and trans 
ducing element; the method of assembling the 
device comprising the steps of assembling one 
end of the transducing element into the opening 
in the resilient members and the resilient mem 
bers into the casing halves to form a final sub 
a SSenably, disposing the needle chuck at one end 
in functional relationship to be with the other 
end of the transducing element and while so dis 
posed holding the needle chuck Substantially 
midway between the Stop means and in stress 
free relationship with the transducing element, 
and cementing the needle chuck and the trans 
ducing element together while the needle chuck 
is So disposed. 

For a more complete understanding of the in 
vention, reference should be had to the accom 
panying drawings in which: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a phonograph 
pickup cartridge aSSembled according to the in 
vention; 

Fig. 2 is an elevational view of the cartridge 
shown in Fig. 1. With one casing half removed; 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken substantially 
along lines 3-3 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a subassembly in 
the method according to the invention; 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view taken substantially in 
the direction of arrows 5-5 of Fig. 4; 

Fig. 6 is a view taken in Substantially the same 
direction as that of Fig. 5 after a further step in 
the method according to the invention, and 

Figs. 7, 8 and 9 are fragmentary views illus 
trating various conditions which may arise and 
their solutions according to the invention. 

Referring to the drawings, a pickup 20 assem 
bled according to the invention is shown com 
prising a cartridge including a pair of casing 
halves 2 and 22 within which is mounted a pick 
up element 23 including a transducing element 
24, for example, a piezoelectric element, a chuck 
or transmitting unit 25, and a phonograph needle 
or stylus 26. 
The pickup element is supported within the 

casing at One end of the piezoelectric element 24 
by means of rubber or similar material blocks 27 
and 28, and the phonograph needle 26 extends 
outwardly of the casing at the forward end, the 
piezoelectric element 24, the chuck 25, and the 
needle 26 comprising a single element or unit 
mounted in cantilever fashion. Held within the 
rear of the cartridge are a pair of terminals 29 
and 3 which are adapted to be received in suit 
able Sockets on electrical leads in the phonograph 
pickup arm, and the other ends of the terminals 
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are adapted to be electrically connected to appro 
priate sides of the piezoelectric element by Suit 
able conductors or straps 32 and 33. The Weight 
of the tone arm and pickup cartridge which is 
permitted to rest upon the needle 26 when it en 
gages the groove of a phonograph record is Sup 
ported virtually entirely upon the piezoelectric or 
transducing element 24 during normal operation. 
A block of danping material 3) is disposed be 
tween the chuck 25 and an abutment on the cas 
ing but it is of Such size and stiffness that it pro 
Wides very little if any Support for the pickup arm 
during normal operation. The presence of the 
block of damping material assists in preventing 
excessive deflections of the chuck when undue 
forces are exerted on the pickup arm. Since the 
piezoelectric element 24 may be quite fragile, it is 
desirable that the force on the needle. 26 due to 
the weight of the tone arm be reduced to as small 
a value as possible as is consistent With main 
taining Sufficient force at the stylus to assure 
that the Stylus will properly follow the record 
grooves. The stylus moves laterally to and fro in 
the record groove thereby deflecting the piezo 
electric element 24 and causing an electrical out 
put to be obtained at terminals 29 and 3. 
The casing halves 2 and 22 may be formed of 

any material having good dimensional stability, 
Such for example as Bakelite and plastic mate 
rials or metal, and are held together with the 
various parts assembled therein by means of 
rivets or the like 34 and 35. On the outside of 
each of the casing halves there may be a series 
of projections 36 and 37, respectively, which are 
utilized for holding the cartridge to the phono 
graph tone arm. 

Each of the casing halves 2 and 22 is hollowed 
out to form a space for the active elements of 
the pickup. A series of serrations or grooves 33 
and 39 are provided on the inside of the casing 
halves for gripping the rubber blocks 2 and 28. 
The piezoelectric element 24 must be firmly held 
between the blocks 27 and 28, but it is undesirable 
to compress the blocks 27 and 28 beyond a certain 
amount because the piezoelectric element may be 
held too tightly. This situation may exist when 
the dimensions of the various parts are such as 
to produce a very tight fit which condition may 
arise When the manufacturing tolerances of the 
parts chosen at random are all in the same 
sense. Thus, for example, the rubber blocks 2 
and 28 may, for a particular pickup, be thicker 
by the maximum amount of the permissible 
tolerance, and the walls of the casing halves for 
this particular pickup may also be thicker by the 
amount of the permissible tolerance. Under 
these conditions, if the Walls of the casing halves 
are smooth, that is, the serrations 38 and 39 are 
eliminated, the rubber blocks 27 and 28 are placed 
under a much greater compression than they are 
when the manufacturing tolerances tend in the 
other or minimum direction, and consequently 
the piezoelectric element may be held too tightly. 
it has been found that by utilizing the serrations 
38 and 39, the material of the blocks 2 and 28 
fiOWS to a certain extent into the Serrations, 
thereby causing much less change in clamping 
force on the piezoelectric element due to changes 
in the clamping dimensions. 

Each of the rubber blocks 27 and 28 includes 
an open rectangular groove therein, which grooves 
lie opposite each other when the rubber blocks are 
placed together and thereby form a closed rec 
tangular groove within which the rearward end 
of the piezoelectric element 24 is received. The 
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4. 
piezoelectric element extends downwardly at an 
angle so that With the chuck 25 and the needie 
26 substantially in line therewith, the end of 
the needle projects outwardly of the pickup and 
below thereof at the desired point. 
The piezoelectric element 24 may be formed 

of any material having piezoelectric properties 
and the necessary strength, Such as quartz, 
Rochelle salts or certain ceramic materials, for 
example. Any shape of piezoelectric element 12ay 
be used, the elongated and rectangular CroSS 
sectional element shown having been found Satis 
factory. Other forms of transducers may also 
be used such, for example, as capacitive, resistive, 
or magnetic elements which change their prop 
erties with deformation. 
The chuck 25 includes a pair of prongS 6 and 

42 which are arranged to lie on the two sides, l'e- 
spectively, of the forward end of the piezoelectric 
element, the chuck and the piezoelectric eleinent 
being firmly held together by means of cement 
49 or the like. A layer of insulating and/or 
vibrational isolating material, such as a thin 
sheet of rubber 43, may be cemented firmly to the 
forward end of the piezoelectric element and thus 
lie between the piezoelectric element and the 
prongs 4 and 42. 
The chuck 25, as is described more completely 

in the Bauer application referred to hereinbefore, 
may be formed by taking a tube of the desired 
material, for example steel or aluminum, of the 
desired length and flattening one end of it until 
the two portions of the tube lie against each other, 
and flattening the other end so as to be Within 
the same plane generally as the first part by leav" 
ing a space or slot within which the end of the 
needle 26 may be received. A hole 44 is provided 
through the forward part of the chuck for receiv 
ing a detent provided on the needle 26. The 
prongs 4 and 42 preferably are larger at their 
bases than at their ends to increase their strength 
and result in a generally trapezoidal groove With 
in which the end of the piezoelectric element is 
received. 
When chuck 25 is cemented to piezoelectric 

element 24 as described, a relatively rigid struc 
ture is formed so that when the needle 26 is en 
gaged within the chuck and the end of the heedle 
is moved back and forth laterally by the record 
groove, the piezoelectric element 24 is placed 
under bending stresses. The casing halves are 
provided with stops 45 and 46, respectively, 
against which the edges of the chuck 25 beat SO 
as to limit deflections of the piezoelectric ele 
ment. This is desirable since the piezoelectric 
element is fragile and cannot be stressed beyond 
a certain limit without being Subject to break 
age. The stops 45 and 46 extend inwardly a 
sufficient distance so that contact thereWith is 
made before the piezoelectric element is subjected 
to the sufficient stress to cause breakage, allowing: 
however, sufficient clearance between stops and 
the edges of the chuck necessary for proper OP 
eration. 

It is essential that the chuck 25 be accurately 
disposed substantially equidistant from the stopS 
45 and 46 and remain so after the apparatus is 
assembled in order that the chuck can in Ove 
laterally in each direction by the Sane amount. 
In this fashion sound is most faithfully repro 
duced. It has been found that during the manu 
facturing process the dimensions of the parts due 
to the permissible tolerances are such that the 
piezoelectric element may lie at a slight angle 
relative to the casing instead of being centrally 
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disposed therein or the piezoelectric element may 
lie slightly offset from the axis of the pickup but 
parallel thereto. 
Three possible conditions which may arise are 

illustrated in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. In these figures 
the dot-dash line A represents the center line of 
the pickup as well as the axis of the pickup unit 
comprising the piezoelectric element 24, the chuck 
25, and the needle 26. The casing halves 2 and 
22 are represented by the stops 45 and 46. The 
direction of view of Figs. 7, 8 and 9 may be the 
Same as that in FigS. 3, 5 and 6, which may be 
the direction a workman would look when assem 
bling the device. In Fig. 7 the piezoelectric ele 
ninent 24 is laterally offset from the center line 
but parallel to it. In Fig. 8 the piezoelectric 
element 2 has its forward end lying on and being 
bisected by the center line 47, but has its rear 
Ward end laterally displaced from the center line. 
In Fig. 9 the piezoelectric element 24 has its rear 
Ward end on and bisected by the center line 4 
and has its forward end laterally displaced there 
frona. The chuck 25 is shown in each of the Figs. 
7, 8 and 9 in a dotted position also, which is the 
position the chuck would occupy if the center 
line thei'eof were coincident with the center line 
of the piezoelectric element 24 in each of the 
positions shown. It will be observed in Fig. 7 
that the chuck 25 (dotted position) is virtually 
touching the stop 45 while it is spaced farther 
away from stop 46 than is normal, and in Figs. 
8 and 9 that the chuck 25 (dotted position) is 
virtually touching the stop 46 while it is spaced 
farther away from stop 45 than is normal, as 
may be seen in Figs. 3 and 6 wherein the chuck 
45 occupies the proper position between the stops 
45 and 46. in each of the instances of Figs. 7, 
8 and 9 wherein the chuck 25 is shown dotted, it 
will be clear that the chuck may vibrate farther 
in one direction than in the other and may hit 
One of the stops during normal operation with 
consequent poor sound reproduction. 
These and other instances may be obviated 

according to the method of the invention by first 
asSerinbling the transducing or piezoelectric ele 
inent 24, the rubber blocks 2 and 28, and the 
casing halves 2 and 22 together as a single unit, 
followed by assembling the chuck to the piezo 
electric element and cementing the two, as will 
show be described. 
According to the steps of the invention, the 

i"Libber blocks 2 and 28, the piezoelectric element 
24, and the casing halves may be assembled to 
gether as a unit or a Subassembly with the rivets 
34 and 35 holding the unit together in any desired 
way. For example, the rubber block 28 may be 
disposed within the hollow of casing half 2 with 
the back of the rubber block in contact With the 
Serrations 39. In this position a rectangular 
groove in the lower portion of rubber block 23 is 
exposed and the piezoelectric element 24 may be 
disposed therein Substantially as shown in solid 
lines in Fig. 4. The rubber block 2 may then be 
Similarly assembled against the serrations 38 of 
casing half 22 and the two casing halves placed 
in proper position opposite each other and the 
rivets 34 and 35 applied, the resulting construc 
tion being that of Fig. 4 as shown by the solid 
and the phanton lines together and that of Fig. 
5. The insulating and/or vibrational damping 
material 43 may be applied to the end of the 
piezoelectric element before it is assembled into 
the casing halves or afterwards, as may be 
desired. 

After this subassembly has been made, the 
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6 
piezoelectric element 24 may occupy the correct 
or center line position, as may be seen in Fig. 5, 
Or any one of the positions shown in Figs. 7, 8 
and 9, or perhaps others, these positions arising, 
as has already been indicated, by slight differ 
ences in dimensions of the parts, which differ 
ences however are within the manufacturing tol 
erances. The displacement of the piezoelectric 
element 24, as shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, is ex 
aggerated in order to bring out the conditions 
had in mind with clarity. 

After the subassembly of Figs. 4 and 5 has been 
made, the chuck 25 is disposed between the stops 
45 and 46 substantially equidistantly by means 
of Shins 43 or other spacers. The prongs 4 and 
42 are disposed so as to lie one on each side of 
the right end of piezoelectric element, 2.É. in 
order to assist the handling of the chuck 25 in 
this position, it being borne in mind that the 
chuck 25 as well as the other parts are Sinall parts 
and are handled by Small implements such as 
forceps, a Small dab of fiuid cement may be 
placed at the end of the piezoelectric element 26 
and the prongs 4 and 42. The cement becoiles 
tacky and holds the chuck and the piezoelectric 
element slightly while the shims may be disposed 
to accurately place the chuck between the stops 
45 and 46. The chuck is, so to speak, held in a 
functional relationship to be with respect to the 
piezoelectric element. In placing the chuck with 
the prongs is and 42 into cooperative relation 
ship with the end of piezoelectric element 24, 
there is no stress placed upon the piezoelectric 
element and consequently it is not deflected from 
the position which it has by virtue of its assembly 
in the casing halves, as already described. After 
the correct placement has been reached, a proper 
amount of cement 49 is placed over the prongs 
4 and 42 and the coacting end of the piezo 
electric element. 

In the structure of Fig. 6, it is only necessary 
for the chuck 25 to be equidistantly disposed 
between stops 45 and 46 and the chuck pushed 
rearwardly until the end of the piezoelectric 
element is received within the base of the trape 
Zoidal groove. Thereafter the cement, 33 may be 
applied and allowed to harden after which the 
shims 48 are removed and the pickup is ready to 
have the needle inserted into the chuck. 
In Fig. 7, and considering the instance where 

the chuck is shown dotted, it will be understood 
that if shins or other Spacers Were utilized to 
force the chuck to occupy a central position be 
tween stops 45 and 6 and one in which the 
center line of the chlick lies On the center line 
it, the piezoelectric element 24 would be bent 
and consequently would have stress therein. 
Then, when the shims were removed after cement, 
is applied to the conforning parts and allowed 
to harden, it is clear that the chuck would not 
occupy a central position between stops 45 and 6. 
The shims 48 are so placed that the chuck 25 is 
substantially equidistant between the stops 2:5 
and 46 and the prongs 4 and 42 are allowed to 
take their places on the respective sides of the 
piezoelectiic element as they will, the base of 
the trapezoidal groove, however, being disposed 
against the adjacent end of the piezoelectric ele 
ment. In this position of the piezoelectric ele 
ment and the chunk, there is no stress icetween 
these two parts. Consequently, cement may be 
applied, allowed to harden, and the Shins 33 
removed, and the chuck 25 remains relative to 
the piezoelectric element in the position shown 
by Solid lines. 
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In Fig. 8 the same procedure is followed, that 
is, the chuck 25 is placed with the prongs & 
and 42 on opposite sides, respectively, of piezo 
electric element 24, and shims 8 are so arranged 
as to space the chuck 25 equidistantly between. 
the stops 45 and 26. It will be observed in this 
figure that with the forward end of the piezo 
electric element lying on the center line , the 
chuck 25 lies on the center line 4 also. There 
is no stress between the chuck and the piezo 
electric element in the position shown by the 
solid lines, and after cement is applied to the 
prongs and the cooperating end of the piezo 
electric element, allowed to harden and the Shins. 
removed, the parts will remain as shown by the 
Solid lines. 

In Fig. 9 the same procedure also is followed, 
that is, the chuck 25 is placed with the prongS. 
4 and 42 on opposite sides, respectively, of the 
forward end of piezoelectric element and shinlS. 
is 8 are disposed so as to place the chuck midway 
between the stops 35 and 46, there being no streSS 
between the chuck and the piezoelectric element. 
Cement applied to the prongs 4 and 42 and the 
cooperating end of the piezoelectric element and 
allowed to harden will hold the parts in the rela 
tive position shown. Thereafter the shins may 
be removed. 
When assembled as described, the chuck 25 

will lie substantially midway between stops 45 and 
is 6 and consequently vibrations may occur equally 
in both directions with resulting good reproduc 
tion of Sound. 
While particular embodiments of the invention. 

have been shown, it will be understood, of course. 
that the invention is not limited thereto since 
many modifications may be made, and it is, there 
fore, contemplated by the appended claims to 
cover any such modifications as fall within the 
true spirit and scope of the invention, 
The invention having thus been described, 

What is claimed and desired to be secured by 
Jetters Patent, is: 

1. In a phonograph translating device includ 
ing a pair of casing halves held together to 
form a casing; a pair of resilient members inside 
of said casing halves and having an opening 
therein; a pickup unit including, a transduc 
ing element held at one end in said opening and 
a phonograph needle chuck cemented to Such 
transducing element in line therewith at its other 
end; and stop means on said casing halves for 
limiting lateral movements of such needle chuck 
and transducing element; the method of assemi 
bling said device comprising the steps of assen 
bling one end of said transducing element into 
the opening in said resilient members and said 
'esilient members into said casing halves to form 
a final Subassembly, disposing said needle chuck. 
with one end in functional relationship to be 
with the other end of said transducing element 
and while so disposed holding said needle chuck 
substantially midway between said stops and in 
stress-free relationship with said transducing ele 
ment, and cementing said needle chuck and Said 
transducing element together while said needle 
chuck is So disposed. 

2. In a phonograph translating device includ 
ing a pair of casing halves held together to form a 
casing; a pair of resilient members inside of Said 
casing halves and having an opening therein; a 
pickup unit including, a piezoelectric element 
held at one end in said opening and a phono 
graph needle chuck cemented to such piezoelec 
tric element in line therewith at its other end; 
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8 
and stop means on said casing halves for limit 
ing lateral movements of Such needle chuck and 
piezoelectric element; the method of assembling 
said device comprising the steps of assembling 
One end of Said piezoelectric element into the 
opening in said resilient members and said resili 
ent members into said casing halves to form a 
final Subassembly, disposing said needle chuck 
with one end in functional relationship to be 
With the other end of said piezoelectric element 
and While so disposed holding said needle chuck 
substantially midway between said stops and in 
stress-free relationship with said piezoelectric 
element, and cementing said needle chuck and 
Said piezoelectric element together while said 
needle chuck is so disposed. 

3. In a phonograph translating device includ 
ing a pair of casing halves held together to form a 
casing; a pair of resilient members inside of said 
casing halves and having an opening therein; a 
pickup unit including, a piezoelectric element 
held at one end in said opening and a phono 
graph needle chuck cemented to such piezoelec 
tric element in line therewith at its other end; 
and stop means on said casing halves for limit 
ing lateral movements of such needle chuck and 
piezoelectric element; the method of assembling 
Said device comprising the steps of assembling 
One end of Said piezoelectric element into the 
Opening in Said resilient members and said resili 
ent members into Said casing halves to form a 
final Subassembly, disposing said needle chuck 
With One end in functional relationship to be 
With the other end of said piezoelectric element 
and while So disposed shimming said needle 
chuck to lie Substantially midway between said 
stops and in stress-free relationship with said 
piezoelectric element, cementing said chuck and 
Said piezoelectric element together while said 
needle chuck is So disposed and held, and remov 
ing Sald Shins. 

4. In a phonograph translating device includ 
ing a pair of casing halves held together to form 
a casing; a pair of resilient members inside of 
Said casing halves and having an opening there 
in; a pickup unit including, a piezoelectric ele 
ment held at one end in said opening and a 
phonograph needle chuck cemented to such 
piezoelectric element in line thereWith at its 
other end; and stop means on said casing halves 
for limiting lateral movements of such needle 
Chuck and piezoelectric element; the method of 
assembling Said device comprising the steps of 
assembling one end of said piezoelectric element 
into the opening in said resilient members and 
Said resilient members into said casing halves to 
form a final subassembly, disposing said needle 
chuck Substantially midway between said stops 
With the appropriate end of said needle chuck in 
functional relationship to be with said other end 
of Said piezoelectric element and in stress-free 
relationship therewith, and cementing said 
needle chuck and said piezoelectric element to 
gether while said needle chuck is so disposed. 

5. In a phonograph translating device includ 
ing a pair of casing halves held together to form 
a casing: a pair of resilient members inside of 
Said Casing halves and having an opening there 
in; a pickup unit including a piezoelectric ele 
ment held at one end in said opening; and a 
phonograph needle chuck having a pair of prongs 
each of which lies on one side respectively of the 
other end of such piezoelectric element, said 
prongs being cemented to such piezoelectric ele 
mint with the chuck in line therewith; and stop 
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means On Said casing halves for limiting lateral 
movements of such needle chuck and attached 
piezoelectric element; the method of assembling 
Said device comprising the steps of assembling 
One end of Said piezoelectric element into the 
Opening in said resilient members and said re 
Silient members into said casing halves to form 
a final Subassembly, disposing said needle chuck 
Substantially midway between said stops with 
each of Said prongs lying on respective sides of 
Said piezoelectric element and in stress-free re 
lationship therewith, and cementing said prongs 
and Said piezoelectric element together while said 
needle chuck is so disposed. 

6. In a phonograph translating device includ 
ing a pair of casing halves held together to form. 
a Casing; a pair of resilient members inside of 
Said Casing halves and having an opening there 
in; a pickup unit including a piezoelectric ele 
ment held at one end in said opening; and a 
phonograph needle chuck having a pair of 
prongs each of which lies on One Side respectively 
of the other of such piezoelectric element, said 
prongs being cemented to such piezoelectric ele 
ment with the chuck in line thereWith; and stop 
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means on said casing halves for limiting lateral 
movements of Such needle chuck and attached 
piezoelectric element; the method of assembling 
Said device comprising the steps of assembling 
One end of said piezoelectric element into the 
Opening in said resilient members and said re 
Silient members into said Casing halves to form 
a final Subassembly, disposing said needle chuck 
With each of Said prongs lying on respective 
Sides of Said piezoelectric element and while so 
disposed holding said needle chuck Substantially 
midway between said stops and in Stress-free re 
lationship with said piezoelectric element, and 
cementing said needle chuck and Said piezoelec 
tric element together while said needle chuck is 
So disposed. 

LEE GUNTER, JR. 
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